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A good cause

Upset special

Greek life

St. Cloud and SCSU.
join to clothe
Nigerian village

SCSU wrestling
upends the thirdranked Bears of UNC

Frats and sororities
provide valuable
services and events

MnSCU prepares for new year's agenda
by Holli Chitwood
$TAFF WRITER

Decisions made by MnSCU in
the next few months will greatly

to explain some proposals for the

:~\:::::u~:t~~;~ve session
Eaton first commented on the
vision statement of MnSCU, which

effect SCSU students and faculty.
focuses on the commitment to serve
Judith Eaton, chancellor of students and faculty in order to
MnSCU, addressed the MnSCU meet their educational needs. She
;;'Y='te=m=i=•=•=te=lec=o=ni=ere=n=ce=T=u=es=da;;y=s=ai=d·=,h=e=stro=n;;gly believes in putting

the studenL~ first.
Eaton then e'xplained the six
goals of MnSCU:
0 Academic accountability
0 Skill-based transfer
0 Career education
D Electronic education
D Program/service alignment
0 MnSCU/K-12 partnership.

John K~ul, deputy to the
chancellor - for
government
relations, said MnSCU is trying to
convince lawmakers to share some
of the 1.4 billion dollar state surplus
with MnSCU.
Kaul said there is a high degree
of uncertainty about how the money
will

,

be dispersed=.=a=n=d=·=ho=w====G=O=TO=M=N=S=C=U=
, R=A=GE=8=•=

Students
earn money
forlncal
projects

Planning
committee
fine-tunes its
finalplan "-

by Jeff Dahler

by Lukas Johnson

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Raising money is not easy, but two SCSU students
recently received funds for two local org.inizations
through grants they wrote for a class.
David Schroers, a senior local urban affairs major,
received a $5,000 grant for St. Cloud School District
742. Stephanie Brown, a senior ix>litical science
major, received a grant for the Quarry Parle Project.
The students were part of Pat Bodelson's ix>litical
science 481, administering public policy class.
However, what the students asked for in each of their
graflts differs greatly. Schroers's grant was monetary,
meaning he asked for money to implement a project.
Brown's, on tht, other hand. was in kind. She asked
for human help in implemen~ing a program, not the
actual funds to make it work.
Schroers requested money fot the Washington
Early Childhood Center. According to Schroers, the
center wants to start a Performance Assessment
Works Sampling System that would substitute the
normal grading system (A, B, C, D and F). This
system would be an outcome-based education
system, where students would advance itt their own
pace.
The money received by the grant Schroers wrote
will be used to start implementation of the program.
"Money was needed to start this works sampling
system," Schroers said. 'The money will go to the
training of teachers and equipment to implement the
program."
Schroers, an employee of the school district, said
he originally heard of the program through his boss.
"Pat (Bodelson) said we should pick an
organization we are involved in or interested in,"
Schroers said. "Since I was an employee of the school
district, I thought this would work."
The Quarry- Park Project is involved with turning
the quarries by Discovery Elementary School in
Waite Park into a public park.
Brown's grant differs from Schroers's in that she

Go ro GRANTS,

favorable the state Legislature will
betoMnSCU.
.
Iri the House, there is a new
speaker, new members, one higher
education division, and new
division chairperson.
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Senior Jill Jonass goes up for a spike but comes down with a
partial facial Wednesday afternoon during AM/J/s Volleyball on the
Mall event on the Atwood Mall. See related story on Page 5.

Strengthening, fine tuning and adding precision
and clarity to the language of a somewhat
reorganized plan is the result of the Strategic
Planning Committee's work this past week. No major
changes have been made, however.
"It's up to the president now with how we
proceed," said Lora Robinson, chairwoman of the
committee.
Unless minimal changes occur in this morning's
final meeting, theJgoals and objectives will be the
same. The only·changes will be minor ones focusing
on the language and readability. 1be plan is to be
ready for students Monday.
"What we come out with Friday is going to be it,"
said Mike Baker, one of the studenl~ involved in the
committee.
The committee has made a conscious effort to
keep students as its main focus. 1be plan was kept
simple and user-friendly for students to read, own
and comment on.
"Some immediate changes the university will see
will be on minority enrollment, communication
between SCSU, the technical colleges and the high
schools," Baker said. 'That doesn't mean that the
others are being excluded."
The liberal arts facet of the university's
cuniculum may also be enhanced, according to
Baker.
"Grube wants us to be a top ten university and if
we're going to do this at all we need to be more
liberal arts based." Baker said. ''That along with the
semester change is going to cause some growing
pains... We have to get through this to be more
focused."
The main goals and objectives of this plan refl~ct
what the university must do to become more publicly
accepted. The same amount of funding and more
time management with the university's resources are
hoped to contribute to the results.

Go ro COMMITTEE, PAGE 6 •
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TODAY
Men's Hockey
vs. University of North
Dakota at National Hockey
Center at 7:05 p.m.

Men's Basketball
vs. University of North
Dakota at Halenbeck Hall
at7p.m.

Women's Basketball
vs. University of North
Dakota at l;-lalenbeck Hall

at5 p.m.

Movie "Kids"
A movie about a day in
the life of New York teens
will be showing today and
Saturday in Atwood
Center's Little Theatre at
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. The
movie will also be showing
on Sunday at 3 and 7 p.m.

SATURDAY
Men's Hockey
vs. University of North
Dakota at National Hockey
Center at 7:05 p.m.

Men's and Women's
Swimming and
Diving
at University of Minnesota
11 a.m.

Men's Basketball
vs. North Dakota State
University at Halenbeck
Hall at 7 p.m.

Women's Basketball
vs. North Dakota State
UniVersity at Halenbeck
Hall at 5 p.m.

Kwanzaa Celebration
at AMC Ballroom beginning
at 6 p.m. For more info call
MSP at 255-3003.

SUNDAY
Telemark Skiing
Learn the latest skiing
craze with the
Outings/Recreatiorl
Committee. Individuals of
all skiing skilt levels and
experience are welcome to
attend the event from 4 to
10 p.m. at Powder Ridge.
For more information or to
sign up, stop by Atwood
Memorial Center room 118.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
Uriiversity Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING

UVIVERSIJY

NatioJ;Ial phone
scandal hits St. Cloud
Twice on Jan. 2 the Radisson Hotel
in St. Cloud was ~t by a national phone
scandal.
According to St. Cloud
police,
a man claiming io be named Bill White,
an employee of Sprint, called the hot~!
. and said h~ would be' conducting a service
on the phone lines of the hotel. Wb_ite was
given access to the line and then
made numerous long distances phone calls to
foreign countries.
After further research, local police
found
this
type
of
fraud
is
becoming more common throughout the
nation. Most reported cases have occurred
from pay phones in New York and California.
Authorities urge any business to check with
the phone company before giVing anyone

access to their personal or business telephone
lines.
•

St. Cloud Police
Department looking
for reserves

Newt Gingrich was re-elected as
Speaker of the House by a 216-205
vote Tuesday afternoon.
Gingrich. is facing possible
ethical violations and a likely
House vote on his conduct.

Yahoo! to add
chat rooms
Yahoo!, one of the best known
and most widely used sites on the
World Wide Web now has .a live
chat room that compares with
subscription-based, on-line services
like America Online.
Unlike America Online, which

New technical
college interim
President

The St. Cloud Police Department is
looking for eligible applicants for its St. Cloud
Harold Erickson started his , first day as
Police Department Reserve Program.
. · interim president of St. Cloud Technical
This is a volunteer organization that assists . College Monday morning.
the St. Cloud Police with trained and
Erickson, president of Lake Superior
unifonned volunteer officers. The reserves College in Duluth, will split time between St.
consists of 25 members, male and female.
Cloud and Duluth until this summer when he
Applicants are required to complete an plans to retire.
•
autobiography along with other testing. This is
Erickson and Ken Mills, president of South
forwarded to an interview board for. further Central Technical College and head of the
consideration.
search committee· for a new president, want to
Deadline for applications is Feb. 3. have thr~e to five finalists for the president's
Applications can be picked up at the position by April 15.

STATE

Gingrich
re-elected

infonnation desk at the St. Cloud Police
Department.

& NATION

is supported by subscription,
Yahoo!
is
supported
by
advertisements and is free to
individuals who are already on-line.
Yahoo's
address
is
http://www.yahoo.com.

Mattel recals
hair-munching
dolls
Toy company Mattel Inc. is
taking its Cabbage Patch Kids
Snacktime Kids dolls off store
shelves.
The dolls, which eat plastic
food, have been reported to also eat
hair. The dolls do not have an off
switch. Parents have complained of
their children having hair ripped out
of their heads.

Mattel claims only a fraction of
the 500,000 dolls sold have caused
problems, but says it's concerned
with the satisfaction of all its
customers.
Mattel will offer a $40 rebate to
customers who have filed
complaints about '?e doll.

Frank Sinatra

At Sinatra's request, the hospital
would not say why he was
hospitalized, but an undisclosed
source
said
it was not
life-threatening.
Sinatra is expected to return to
his Beverly Hills home Tuesday
afternoon.

HeidiFleiss
sentenced

checks in and
out of hospital
Legendary singer Frank Sinatra
spent time in the hospital again, but
this time for only one day.
Sinatra, 81, was hospitalized for
more than a week two months ago
for slight pneumonia and a pinched
nerve in his neck, which started
rumors of the singer's death.

Heidi Pleiss, convicted of
evading taxes and laundering callgirl profits, received a 37-month
prison tenn.
Aeiss was also ordered to pay a
$400 fine and back taxes, and to
forfeit more than $550,000 from the
sale of her Beverly Hills home.
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University Chronicle (USPS 121 •580) is written and edited by St. Cloud State University students and is
published twice weekly during school quarters, and 'Weekly during summer sessions, except final periods and
vacations.

S ~ held its first student
book exchange. At the time, the
book exchange was run by the
student senate.
The first senate book exchange
sold more than
$7,000 in
previously used text books.
Richard Ward, owner of
Ward's College Book Store (now
called SCSU Bookstore) said the
senate's book exchange had little
to no effect on his business, aiid
warned students to be careful
making sure they were buying the
text books their particular
professors would be usmg that
quarter.

Editorial, production and office facilities are in 13 Stewart HaU, SCSU. The newspaper is funded with
student activity fees through the Student Government Finance Committee.
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Student-prof reunion sparks charity
by Riley Worth
STAFF WRITER

They probably aren't aware of

it, but the· people of the village
Oyoku Ibighi, located in Nigeria,
are promoting SCSU and the.

Minnesota Ttmbcrwolves thanks to
the efforts of SCSU alumna Sue

Peterson

and

SCSU

speech

communication professor Basscy
Eyo.
What started out as an
individual project in conjunction
with a family trip has been coined
Project Hope for a Village and has
the SCSU Speech Communication
Association Student Club and St.

Cloud area businesses and charity
groups excited and energetic.
According to Eyo, the death of

his father a year ago and the
encouragement of his sister, a nurse
in his home village in Nigeria,

inspired him to indulge in his latest
humanities project. For the past
year he has attended area garage
and rummage sales, buying clothes
for the needy people of Oyoku
Ibighi, a village of 12,000 people.
Eyo is a native of Nigeria who
has been with SCSU for 12 years.
He has received many academic
and educational awards. He says for
hiril, it isn't enough just to correct
papers and tests, write books and
pursue academic interests; living
the life of the average college
professor.
"It's just instinct and part of my
nature to do more than my
academics," Eyo said. "What this
does is expose me to another part of
myself."
According to Eyo, he doesn't
deserve full credit f9r giving this
project the potential it has today.
Sometime before Christmas
break, Peterson came into Eyo's
office to chat and catch up on what
he was doing. He mentioned he was
collecting clothes to bring back to

Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Profe~sor Bassey Eyo returned to Nigeria where he celebrated the holidays with his family and
delivered boxes of donated clothing from area students and residents to a village there.
Donations will be accepted year-round for the 1997 clothing drive.
Nigeria. The next thing he knew
she was writing something down.
After cha\ting for a while longer,
she left. According to Eyo, he did
not know the enormity of the
meeting they'd just had.
'
Peterson
contacted
local
churches and mission groups to sec
if they were interested in helping lO
continue this project year after year.
She also contacted the St. Cloud
Times to do a story on Project Hope
for a Village. Sirice the article was
published, Eyo has been contacted
by individual businesses and
churches extending beyond St.

Cloud into Rice and Little Falls.
"One family from Little Falls
sent me supplies such as
typewriters, computers, overhead
projectors," Eyo said. "Another
lady sent me $200 to put towards
transportation expenses."
"It started out lO be a tiny little
project, and all of a sudden the
phones were ringing off the hook.,
both at my home and (my office),
people wanting to help," said Eyo.
One of the first groups to offer
their services was SCSU's Speech
Communication
Association
Student Club. The club's advisors,

Assistant Professors of Speech
Communication Joanna Puce! and
Margret Pryately, saw the article in
the St. Cloud Times
and
approached junior Rory Bidinger,
president of the club. He and the
other members of the club took to
the idea of being involved with the
project.
"We see this as long tenn," said
Ridinger. 'The main thing we want
to do is get Project Hope for a
Village to stay with SCASC
(Speech
Communication
Association Student Club). We plan
to pass out pamphlets and fliers so

that next,,Year we can hit the ground
rnnmng
As for this year, the Speech
Communication
Associfition
Student Club didn't waste any time.
Just one week after hearing about
the project, the club had a
committee task force set up
specifically for ProjeFt ,Hope for a
Village and had 22 names signed up
to help Eyo load,' transport and
unload the more than 20 boxes of
clothes to the Minneapolis/St. Paul •
International Airport.
"Frankly, I would have been in
deep trouble without them," Eyo
said. "This is something that
SCASC (Speech Communication
Association Student ~lub) can
identify with to make their
volunteerism come alive. What
amazes me is how astute the
students
are
to
see
this
opportunity."
For next year and the years to
follow, Eidinger said the Speech
Communication
Association
Student Club's role in Project Hope
. for a Village will be much more
than just the team muscle.
"We are going to contact local
organizations and businesses,
whether it be for a financial
contribution, clothing or school
supplies," Eidinger said. 'This will
give everyone involved a better
understanding of cultural diversity,
and a basic understanding in
contacting businesses. Hopefully
this will get other clubs to help out
in these kinds of things."
Eyo said projects such as this
one take what the students are
learning and make it applicable.
"This
makes
education
practical. My humanity and
education challenge me to find
ways to make education more
relevant It takes the persuasive, the
interpersonal, the advocacy courses
and makes them come alive,"said
Eyo.

Bad check writing creates serious campus problem
Two students bounce
15-20 checks during
fall quarter, resulting in
AMC changing their
check cashing policy
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

For ycafS, college students have been
deemed "most likely to stretch a dollar to
cover the cost of living." But when students
start writing bad checks on a regular basis,
administrative action is to be expected.
"Like any other retail operation, we' ve
always had to deal with the problem Of
bounced checks," said Tom Neumann,
director of the University Conference and
Infonnation Center, who works with the
Atwood Memorial Center Infonnation Desk.
According to Neumann, AMC recently
elected to change its check-cashing policy
due to an increase in the number of checks
returned due to insufficient funds.
During fall quarter, two students bounced
15-20 checks written for cash at the Atwood
Infonnation Desk in unrelated incidents
occurring during a period of several weeks.
"In both instances it was a situation where
we didn't get security involved," Neumann
said.
There have been other instances of
students making mistakes and having minor
financial problems and consequently
bouncing one or two small checks around
campus.

ch::::~~tn~:mhin~:t~~;~:~t~~:~
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oft'~]~ ::"::n:::u:::;,c,:~hich really concerned
us," Neumann explained.
In order to prevent further problems,

AMC has added to i~ current check-cashing
policy new restrictions on check writers.

Previously, the univmity fr<m the
records of students who bounced checks.
They were not able to receive their grades or
register until the necessary fees and actions
were out of the way.
'That, by and large, has also been really
effective," Neumann said.
The new policy, which still utilizes the
university's power regarding students'
records, now also stipulates students will only
be able to write one check for cash each day.
Before, there was no limil on the number of
checks that could be written, only the amount
was limited.
The Infonnation Desk is records of each
day's transactions and an updated list of bad
check writers in order to ensure the situation
is dealt with properly.
'Th"ese are more or lesS st~ps that arc
going to help tip us off," explained N~umann.
ARAMARK food service is experiencing
an increasingly large number of returned
checks as well, according to Ed Devoid,
director of Aramark.
The national ARAMARK policy is not to
accept personal checks, however, according
to Aramark's contract with SCSU, it accepts
them.
In order to deal with the growing problem,
Devoid said he is considering using the
services of Check Rite, a company which
collects on bad checks. This would create

tougher repercussions for bad check writers
and create higher fees.
"I think that's whats happening here. It's
starting to catch up and eventually people
aren't going lo be able to write checks,"
Devoid said.
The time and work required to deal with
bad checks create additional expenses and
result in price increases, according to Devoid.
"Literally, everybody ends up paying for
it," Devoid said.
According to a customer service
representative from Norwest Bank's main
office in downtown St. Cloud, the number of
checks bounced is often more important than
the amount of the checks, except in cases of

large dollar amounts. Another consequence of
writing a bad check is the possibility of the
check's recipient taking legal action.
Businesses often charge a fee for
processing returned checks ranging from $10
- $20. In addition to this fee, the bank also
charges a fee each time the check is sent
through for payment. This fee is around $20.
If a check written for $3 bounces the cost
is great. The bank's and business's returned
check fees could add an additional $30 to the
amount the check was originally written for.
In addition the issuer of the returned check
faces the possibility of having to live with a
bad credit rating.
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Alumna tackles effects of pornography
Dilly. 'That women are toys to be
played with," Dilly said. 'The
fantasy is women want 10 be

by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

Women and Pornography:
Who's Hurting Whom? was the
topic addressed at the weekly
Women on Wednesday forum on
Jan. 8 in the South Voyageurs
Room, Atwood Memorial Center.
Brenda Dilly, an SCSU alumna
with a degree in criminal justice
with a focus on violence and
women, spoke about the effects of
pornography.
"Pornography, or as I refer to it
as a war on women, is alanning,"
said Dilly. "Every 15 seconds a
woman is beaten. Men commit 95
percent of these assaults. Thi~
sounds like a war on women to me."
Dilly said she was not present to
argue that pornography causes
violence against women.
To accompany her
antipornography
speech,
Di lly
presented a slide show to
demonstrate the realities of
pornography. Pornography says
that women like pornography,
provoke it, and want it, according to
Dilly.
Dilly went on to say
pornography is used as a manual to
rape, beat and kill women. It is

abused."
According to Dilly, women are
made to appear as innocent
children, which lessens the impact
in the eyes or the perpetrator and
leads to !he use of children in
JX>mography. '
''The
Attorney
General
Commission reported that 1.2
mi llion children are
.molested,
filmed

sexuf!lly
and

photographed," said Dil_ly.
Pornography leads to sexual
harassment,
humiliation
and
violence towards women. It
promotes unrealistic images of
women and reinforces the treatment
of women
as - pieces of

Shane A. OpaJ:z/A.SSJSTANT PHaTO EDffOR

SCSU alumna, Brenda Dilly, addresses the topic of women and children in l)Omography at the
weekly Women on Wednesday forum, Wednesday at noon, in the South Voyageurs Room, Atwood
Memorial Center. Women on Wednesday speakers are hosted by the Women's Center.
dangerous and not about sex, bu!
about violence.
Pornography portrays women
being tortured and sexually aroused

from the act when in reality
torturing women is someone else's
fun. Pornography is where the idea
of "when a women says no she

means yes" is conveyed, according
to Dilly.
"Pornography
presents
women as whores by naturc,_added

meat,
according
to
Dilly.
Dilly said pornography leads to
thoughts by viewers that "I can do
anything I want whenever I want to
whomever I want." However,
pornography

is

not

at
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Don't miss

JOB FAIR '97

Feb. 10, 1997 at the Minneapolis Convention Center
0 Explore careers with over 135 employers from local, regional,
and national companies, including Fortune 500 companies.
0 Arrange for permanent and internship opportunities.
0 Establish contacts with employers and increase your
employment opportunities with organizations such as 3M,
Hubbard Broadcasting, Target, Lutheran Social Services,
Schwan's, American Express Financial Advisors, Peace
Corps, Minn. Department of Corrections, St. Cloud
Hospital, Lever Bros., and over 100 others!

GAMES!!
Located at Cross r oads
Center
DIVISOIN ST. IS
CONSTRUCTION FREE.

Remember, the resume' pre-screen deadline for
pre-arranged interviews is Jan. 21 !

GET A JUMP ON THE COMPETITION!

Register today in Career Services, AS 101.

Ever feel hl:::e yoo·re on the end of the information chain? A POttorn feeder
on aH the neW'5 that's l11)0rt.ant - the week. before? Flounder ro l'l"Y)re. The ...

C~onicle

a

First Amendment issue, it is
a human rights issue.
"We all want violence and
exploitation against women to stop,
but it's not going to as long as we
have pornography," said Dilly.

... i5 here to save the day with c ~ rtNS, sp,rt5 and diversion5.
Be a top feeder. Take a Chronicle off the stack.
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Volleyball-A-Thon
raises money for
Muscular Dystophy
by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

Forget the sand and sun. 27
degrees (!nd snowdrifts were
perfect weather conditions for the
American Marketing Association's
second annual Volleyball on the

Mall game Wednesday afternoon
on the Atwood Mall.

Sara Kuehl, senior and co-chair
of the event, explained the main
purpose of the game was to recruit
teams and making students aware

·"
..

"All the nwney we
raise will benefit
the Muscular
Dystophy
Association."

of the all-night Volleyball-A-Thon

· Paul Renslow

on Jan. 31 to raise money for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.

VICE PRESIDENT OF
PROMOTIONAL EVENTS, AMA

For eight years the marketing
association has been in charge of

the tournament, which was initially
started by an SCSU graduate.
Amy Johnson of the Muscular
Dystrophy Association said she
loves working with the American
Marketing
Association
and
described the Volleyball-A-Thon as
her favorite fund-raiser. She said
she . feels this is a wonderful
opportunity for students and the
community to donate time and have
fun as well.
"(Muscular
Dystrophy
Association) is a voluntary health
clinic and the message we are
sending out is to be active and
health
conscious.
Playing
volleyball to raise funds is and
excellent way to demonstrate this,"
Johnson said.
Paul Renslow, vice president of
promotional events for American
Marketing Association and senior
at SCSU, said he feels the outdoor
volleyball game was a good way to
recruit teams and get community
attention.
"All the money we raise will
benefit the Muscular Dystrophy
Association," said Renslow. "Not
only is it good publicity for the
~American Marketing Association),
but it lets the community know that
SCSU is working for a good cause
~st~fati!i).'~uscular DyS trophy

student
organizations
and
community involvement this year
and the radio stations are a good
way to reach those sources," Stueve
said.
This year the club is hoping to
recruit 36 teams as opposed to the
24 teams last year.
Grand prize winners receive a
suite and limo transportation for a
limberwolves game. Chis Hamm,
senior and member of American
Marketing Association, and his
team won a trip to Grand Casino
last year as the grand prize winners.
"There will be challenging
teams this year due to the fact that
many
players
play
on
volleyball
leagues,"
said
Hamm.
Junior Alfredo Garcia, fonner
men's volleyball team member,
described the Volleyball-A-Thon as
being different from typical
tournaments.
"It is challenging because it is an
all night game unlike a nonnal
season sports game, but it is a great
time and I encourage everyone -to
participate," Garcia said.
·
Games begin Jan. 31 in the
Halenbeck fieldhouse at 6 p.m. and
will run until 8 a.m. Community
members and SCSU students are
invited to participate. Each team

K-93 (KKJM . 92.9 FM) . ~~ber is must pay a $35 entry
broadcast live throughout the
Applications may be picked up
outdoor games to , promote
comprnnity involvement in the at the American Marketing
booth,
Atwood
event. Scott Stueve, co-chair of Association
American Marketing Association university organizations office
Volleyball-a-Thon and junior at 119A, every Wednesday, or the
SCSU,
discussed fieldhouse in Halenbeck. Jan. 17 is
the
publicity
for
the the deadline for applications. For
more information call the American
tournament.
"We would like to sec more Marketing Association booth at
#255-3770.
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THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
PRESENTS

MOCK INTERVIEW DAYS
JANUARY 28, 29, 30, 1997

Sign-up for a practice
Interview with a
l\1ajor Minnesota
Employer and Learri
How to Interview!
To have a mock interview, you must come to
Mock Interview Sign-ups on:

. Tuesday, January 14, 1997
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Atwood S. Glacier
The number of interview openings is very limited!
FYI - A $5 reservation fee is required to sign'.up:
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· "Fund.ing is a reason to
prioritize," Said Mike Hayman,
Director of Residential Life. "h 's a
good
slrategic

plan."
"As a student,
I would like to
see
SCSU's
reputation accepted
as
the quality
educational
institution that it
is," said Yvonne
Getchell, a graduate

PAGE 1

Those
involved
in
the
committee were able to identify
and agree upon key )ssues fo r
change, and plan to

STRATEGIC

take
time.it one step at a
"We need to
take
the . plan
seriously and use i\
as a tool to bring us
into
the
21st
century,"
said
Getchell.
"Don't
take it as a threat, ·

e•.,,,,,_

~/
..- ·
.........._

~~ANM!IN(G

student involved in
and give us your
the committee. "I
feedback."
want those who
'Th.is is only a
choose SCSU to ~ - - - - - - ~ c o m p l e t i o n of a
come because they ·
phaSC," Robinson
want to experience diversified said. "It's just a milestone among
education "
milestones "

Kristint

WhittlSTAFF l'H(JT(JGRAJ'HER

Senior David Schroers received a $5,000 grant for a proposal he wrote for POL 481 . The money
will go toward the Washington Early Childhood Center.
is asking for voluntary community
involvement, not money. However,
she said, money is indirectly
involved.
"Every time one mile of trail is
brushed clean, $4,000 is saved."

Brown said.
At this time, Brown's grant has
not been officially accepted, but
local groups and organizations are
interested in volunteering.
'There arc several local
organizations,
including
the
Optimist Club, that are wanting lo
be involved in the community's
future," Brown said.

Brown was involved with the
park project She was doing
5eaSOnal work for the Mississippi
River Park when she approached
the director of the park project
about the grant
Brown said the main goal of the
grant is to make the cost of turning
the quarry into a public park as low
as possible.
''We are trying to get community
groups t~gether to do most of the
work," Brown said •,mt would
lower the development costs
extremely."
Bodelson said when dealing

in public policy it is necessary
for people to now how to get
the necessary funds. She said it
also makes the students and the
school ·a valuable asset to the
community.
''This
is
real
hands-on
experience in dealing with the
community," Bodelson said. "It
is also important that the
community realizes students have
the ability to write these types or
grants, so more students will be
given an oppommily to do it in the

future."

Your own
personal space.
ADVERTISE HERE.
Call the Chronicle advertising gurus at

~@5@5=-~®®®

f }/ 1:Lbcr6¥~

~etus
6T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

(320)251-2569

We ]2yy and sell used
Hours:

Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jac kets

Mon. - Fri. JO am -9 a.m.
Sat. 10 a.m: - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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Starbucks leaves Quarry with space
by Riley Worth
STAFF WRITER

Exploration of
replacement
possibilities in
process

1

The newest attempt to use the
Quarry during the school week and
weekend day hours has been cut.
Starbucks, the coffee shop
housed in the Quarry, served just
1,400 cups . of java during fall
quarter, which figures out lO be just
17 cups a day, according to
Margaret Vos, interim director of
Atwood Memorial Center. Those
numbers were not enough to cover
operating costs, and consequently,
after its second quarter of
existence, it was forced to shut off
its coffee pots.
In comparison, Gretels, the
coffee and pastry shop just down
the hall from The Quarry and
Starbucks, sold 22,000 cups of
coffee during fall quarter, Vos said.
"We're looking for a new idea
for that space," Vos said. 'The email terminals that were installed
arc heavily used.- Jhey're busy
from 7 a.m. until midnight. But we
did invest quite a bit of money into
making that place a perfonnance
space, not a computer lab."
Vos said if the computers stay,

-Third-year theater student Chris Nathar adjusts sound at the Peter Mayer performance at the
Quarry Tuesday night.
they are considering putting in
PC's so that people can use them
for more than e-mail. But she

stressed the overall use of the place
will be for perfonnance space.
Vos also said the Quarry itself is

not losing money. She said the
University Programming Board
has a full house every Tuesday f9r

its events, and eve1-y time a student
group hosts an event there it is
packed.
·"The decision to close
Slarbucks was on the ARAMARK
side of the street," Vos said,
referring to the food service
company that rents the room from
Atwood. 'They wanted to close ii
after the fall quarter of last school
year (it's first quarter of existence),
but I convinced them to try for one
more quarter. It just didn't catch
on."
Ed Devoid, director of
ARAMARK food service, said
they weren't looking to profit from
this venture.
"If we could've just broken
even we would've been happy,"
Devoid said.
According to Devoid, they tried
different marketing schemes such
as giving away mugs, coupons and
refills to try to build the clientele to
break even, but nothing worked.
Coffee houses are a growing
trend in Minnesota, as evidenced
by their increasing numbers in St.
Cloud. Devoid said the idea is not
necessarily dead on this campus
either.
'The problem . is we've got a
coffee house in• a multi-purpose
room," Devoid said: "If it is to
work we've almost got to have a
room that looks more like a living
room. If it would've looked like a
living room, I think it just would've
made it."

BCIS major providesfor growing.fields
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

SCSU offers a · variety of majors for
students, including a nationally-accredited
Business Computer Infonnation Systems
(BCIS) program.
Job opportunities are considered the
greatest draw to the BCIS major.
BCIS majors typically make $26,000 10
$30,000 as a starting salary, ·and recruitment
by large companies
occurs on a regular
basis.
''There
are
a
shortage of skilled
people in computer
technology. I believe
it's across the nation.
If someone does
well
in
our
program
they're
almost certain to get
employment,"
said
Ruth
Meyer,
chairwoman of the
BCIS department.
The
BCIS
department
has
developed ways to
help ensure students
will do well in
their program. For instance, the BCIS
major is composed of two different

tracks - lnfonnation Systems and Decision year 2000, according to Meyer. The program mentorship program would be in
Support.
will help students as the business world . conjunction ·with the BCIS department and
The Information Systems track is becomes more computerized and specialized. individuals
from
the
accounting
intended to suit students who are becoming
BCIS is not only a major. SCSU students department.
Also in the
business programmers and/or systems can also apply for
process
of
analysts. The purpose is to prepare and the program as a
manage a computer-based system that is minor.
developing is a
effective. About 95 percent of BCIS majors
"Most of the
Computing
follow the Infonnation Systems track, students in our 400
Advisory
Council. It was
according to Meyer.
level courses are
The Decision Support track is intended to BCIS
majors,
developed by the
College
of
suit students heading for a minors and master
Bl!siness, through
managerial career in of
business
business. This track students," Meyer
which the BCIS
program
is
teaches students to use said.
offered, and the
their math and statistical
"BCIS is really
skills to aid them in an attractive minor
College
of
Science
and
managerial decisions.
for business majors
Several classes are or non business
Technology.
offered to BCIS majors majors because the
The purpose of
need for computer '
the Computing
and minors.
Ruth Meyer
A
two.quarter skills is so great,"
Advisory
CHAIRWOMAN, BCIS DEPARTMENT
Councils is to
sequence labeled Systems Meyer said.
fonn a partnership
Analysis and Decision is
Most
BCIS
just <.me of the classes •majors do not choose to take minors because between SCSU computing programs and the
offered. Oth~rs are on the BCIS program is so strong in itself, business community, as the Council's charter,
· topics such ·as telecom, according to Meyer. The few who do choose developed in August, states.
The council consists of 20 representatives
data base, management of minors usually choose Data Voice, Speech or
information,
support English. The Data Voice minor is available from companies, along with representatives
from the BCIS program, the Computer
systems
and through Micro Computer Studies.
programming.
A BCIS club is available for students to Science program and students in both of
The
department participate in.
those programs.
teaches with the use of a program called
A World Wide Web mentorship program
Students interested in the BCIS program
Cobalt, which will become important in the is in the developmental stages. The can call 255-2174 for further infonnation.

EDUCATION

lf someone does well
in our program,
they're almost
certain to get
emplnyment.

"Even if you're on the right track, you'll get run over if you just sit there." -Will Rogers

MnSCU
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In the state Senate, there arc also

finance-chief fin ancial officer,
new members, no single finance commented on the financial outlook
committee, and a new committee for MnSCU for 1997-98. She said
chairperson.
the base projection revenues arc
Another contributing factor to $909,699,000
in
state .
the uncertainty is the amount of appropriations, $472,820,000 in
competition for the surplus. Kaul tuition and $872,478,000 from
said there are other programs and other miscellaneous sources which
proposals for use of the money such totals $2,254,997,000 in revenue.
as the new Twins stadium, K-12,
MnSCU is planning to spend
property tax relief, a rainy day fund, this money in a number of
crime, transponation and welfare ways according
to
King:
refonn.
$127,947,000 on special initiatives;
Kaul said there is a baltlc of $14,000,000
in
enhancing
ideas being waged between state student access; · $49,947,000 on
organizations and counsels as to improving performance; and
where this money would be best $64,000,000 in managing MnSCU
effectively.
'
spent.
One of the reasons this battle is ·
Deadlifles for MnSCU are
important is because this is the approaching quickJy. In May or
beginning of a new fiscal year and June 1997 the chancellor must have
MnSCU must draw up a new the 1998 tuition recommendation.
Also in June MnSCU must have the
budget plan for the next two yean;.
"I am more optimistic about this final 1998 fiscal year budget.
session than ever before," Kaul
After a short break in the
teleconference, the three panel
said.
Laura King, vice chancellor for members answered questions either

called in or faxed to the office. One
question concerned communication
with the schools in MnSCU. Kaul
explai ned f\:1nSCU e-mails a
weekJy summary to all the schools
and often uses conference calls with
school presidents to make certain
everyone knows what is going on.
She said $15,000,000 would go
tow~rd the completion of the
student information system and
$49,000,000 would go to each
institution to help them work more
effectively and to improve
programs.
'The panel members expressed
their Qesirc to work together in the
upcoming months to achieve the
.goals they have set. They said they
welcome suggestions from the
presidents, students and faculty of
the schools.
"I'm curious to sec how they
implement their strategic plan,"
said Karen Schmid, assistant dean
of the College of Social Sciences.

'
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Tanning
Plans
-Limited Offer-

• Tan One Month - Unlimited ..... $22.50
• Tan Now Through March 15'" .. $39.00
• Tan Now Through April. .. .. ... ..$69.00

Hair
Specialists
._

7th & Division

~

253-8868

Open evenings

APARJMENTS WITH CDMPUIERS

IN YOU NEW APARTMENT BUILDING'

BRIDGEVIEW WEST AND BRIDGEVIEW SOU1H
THE ONLY APARTMENTS WITH COMPUlERS FOR
STUDENT USE AT NO EXIRA CHARGE AVAJLABLE
24 HOURS A DAY.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

M~atlan Express

1/2 Price Ta~ s. Ap~

GET OUT

OF THE
COLD!!!

16 oz. of our own
The Hot spot this
year is

tnicrobrewed Beer onl!:J $1.25

"MAZATLAN MEXICO"

~unday B p.rn.-12 a.rn. s Mon-Thur. 10 p.rn.-la.rn.

Join the thousands
of students form all
over the U.S.
AIR FAIR/

7-

NIGHTS HOTEL /

FREE NIGHTLY BEER PARTY/
GREAT DISCOUNTS!

$399 call Mazaltan Express
1-800-366-47 86

All Appetizer~ 1/2 off
~undays B-10 p.rn. s Mon. - Thur. 10 p.rn.-1 a.rn.

s.
Experience The Best Pool tables and
Dart Boards in ~t. Cloud.
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Hoopsters set
for talented
ND. schools
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

Six different North Central Conference
teams come into weekend play with just one
loss and three of those six teams will clash this
weekend at Halenbcck Hall.
The Huskies (11-2 overall, 3-1 NCC) are
one of those teams and currently share the top
spot in the NCC with two other teams.
"Right now we are all playing together."
sophomore guard Jon Bryant said. "The big
men have picked things up, which has opened
up the guards, and if we continue to work the
ball around and play good defense, we
definitely think we can win this conference."
Mankato State University and the
University of South Dakota have identical 3-1
conference records, but it will be the
University of North Dakota (8-4 overall, 2-1
NCC) and North Dakota StaJe University ( I II overall, 2-1 NCC) that will try to knock
SCSU below them in the standings.
Both UNO and NDSU possess top-notch
guards along with a solid inside game, which
should test SCSU's defense this weekend.
"Our guards have been playing well for us
all season, so it should be our strength against
their strength," coach Butch Raymond said.
The Fighting Sioux have arguably one of
the best players in Division II in two-time allNCC guard Travis Tuttle. Tuttle is averaging
21. 7 points per game and has scored 30 points
or more three times this season.
The Huskies know that one of the keys to
stopping UNO, is being able to contain Tuttle.
"(Tuttle) is a very good player and we're
going 10 have to play good defense on him,"
Bryant said. "UND's not a one man team
though, but if our three guards can shut him
down, we should be able to come away with a
victory."
UND center Brian Ehrp is averaging 11.5
ppg and 7.2 rebounds per game. Guard Dale
Miller scores 11.8 ppg along with 4.3 assists
per game.
,
SC~U junior forward Nate Pelowski said
the key for the Huskies is to use the home court
to their advantage.
"You never want to lose at home," Pelowski
said. '"To win on the road in the-NCC is really
tough, making the home games that much
more important."
One team that has had some success on the
road, especially in Halenbcck Hall, is NDSU.
The Huskies were swept last season by the
Bison and have not beat NDSU at home since
the 1991-92 season.
NDSU returns a veteran team to this year's
squad wpich is led by four seniors and one
junior in their starting lineup. Senior forward
Marcel Johnson (15.9 ppg, 7.6 rpg) and junior
~uard ~ark McGhee (15.5 ppg) lead the Bison
m sconng.
"NDSU is not a large team but a big
rebounding team," Raymond said. "It will be
nice to have the student body back this
weekend and our guys are up for the
challenge."
The Huskies will host the Sioux Friday and
the Bison Saturday. Both games tip off at 7
p.m. in Halenbeck Hall.
"We are excited anytime we play the Non.h
Dakota schools," Pelowski said. "Usually they
are the teams to beat in this conference and we
want to put our foot down and say that we are
the {earn to beat."

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHCfroGRAPHER

SCSU senior Keith Werk tries for a takedown against the University of Northern Colorado's Tony Benallo Tuesday night in
Halenbeck Hall. The Huskies upset the Bears in the dual by winning 30-17. It was SCSU's first dual meet of the season.

Grapplers upset Bears
SCSU throttles third-ranked Bears in 30-17 dual meet victory
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

"I feel like we turned the
comer."
That is how Steve Grimit,
SCSU
wrestling
coach,
described the Huskies' 30-17
dual meet victory over thirdranked University of Northern
Colorado Tuesday.
•
''This is the best match I've
had since I've been coaching
here," said Grimit, in his fourth
year of coaching at SCSU. "We
took the program to a_new level
last night."
The Huskies gave UNC six
points right away, wrestling no

one at the 118 pound weight
class.
In the waning seconds of the
126-pound
match,
SCSU
freshman Aaron Sanders pinned
UNC's Chris Cardillo to tie the
score at 6-6.
'That was a great way to get
'us
started,'' Grimit
said.
"(Cardillo) was ranked fifth in
the nation and was a fonner allAmerican at Adams • Stilte
(University) before transferring
toUNC."
At 134 pounds, SCSU
sophomore Brett Swaim pinned
the Bears' Rico Ventenilla with
one minute remaining 10 put the
Huskies up 12-6.

"Getting that pin at 134 was
very, very big for us,'' Grimit
said. 'Those two pins in a row
really set the tone for the rest of
our night."
SCSU senior Keith Werk lost
a decision to Tony Benallo of
UNC, and the Bears closed the
gap to 12-IO.
'That was a tough match, but
Benallo is a great . competitor,"
Grimit said. "He's as good as
you'll sec on the mat at any
level."
Husky senior Andy Reigstad
continued his winning ways in
quick fashion by pinning Seth
Septer at the I:45 mark.
It was Reigstad's first action

on the mat in almost a month
because of an injured ankle.
"Reigstad just continues to
look great," Grimit said. "He
hadn't wrestled in a month and
still was in wrestling shape."
The pin boosted Reigstad's
record to 17-2. He is currently
ranked second in the nation at
150 pounds.
. Leading 18-10, SCSU senior
co-captain Jeff Bullennan put
things out of reach by winning
10-8 in overtime against UNC's
Matt Lucas. Bullennan's win put
S.CSU up 21-10.
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Sioux arrive for important series
by Kerry Collins
····sPORTS EDITOR

This one is the big one - so far, al least
The SCSU hockey squad will battle the
University-of Non.h Dakota Fighting Sioux
this weekend. The teams are tied for first
place in the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association with 23 points apiece.
''This is really big for us," sophomore
forward Matt Cullen said, "This will be a
very good test to sh9w us what'-we.can do."
The Fighting Sioux are traditionally a
quick team, and this season in no different.
SCSU senior forward Dave Paradise said it
will be impon.ant for the Huskies to counter
that speed.
'They are real quick and get to take a lot
of shots," Paradise. said. 'They have some
good, quick forwards so we just have to play
good defense."
The Sioux are ranked second in the
nation, and have one of the most potent

scoring attacks in the nation, led by
sophomore forward Jason Blake (I 2 goals21 assists-33 points).
Sophomore Ian Kallay is on a hot streak,
scoring in 14 of his last 15 games, including
nine in a row. Kallay ?,!so leads the Sioux
with seven power-play goals.
Like the Sioux, the 10th ranked Huskies
can score as well. In a series of titans tied for
first in the conference, Cullen said the
Huskies have to do what they do best.
"We just have to play our own game and
do the things we do well," Cullen said. "We
can't worry too much about what they're
going to do, we just have to stop them and
play our game."
Defensively, UND sports senior Toby
Kvalevog in the net along with a cast of
experienced blueliners.
Kvalevog has been shaky in the past, but
Paradise said SCSU should not count on the
UND netmindcr's inconsistency.
"We've just got to get shots off right away

and test him," Paradise said. "We have to get
the bounces and if he has an off night., great."
The Sioux play on a 200 x 85-foot rink at
home, and the rink at the National Hockey
Center is a 200 x JOO-foot sheet, giving
SCSU an advantage, Paradise said ·
"We feel like the home ice is a big
advantage for us," Paradise said. "We feel
very confident at home and· (UNO) hasn't
played so well on the big sheet."
The Sioux were swept convincingly
earlier this year by the University of
Minnesota at Mariucci Arena.
Sophomore Mark "Parrish is back from
playing with the junior national squad after
missing last weekend's set with the
University of Denver.
"It will help to have him back," Cullen
said. "He had a great couple of weeks out
there so that should help his confidence for
the last half of the season."
Friday's and Saturday's games will start
at 8:35 p.m. at the National Hockey Center.
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Apollo tandem flies high_for Huskies
Pair of Eagles bring winning ways
by Rob LaP/ante

it wa~ close to home, and (Moberg)
and coach (Lori) Ulferts played a
big factor. If we stay f,H)Sitive, I do
Though the SCSU women's see the same type of success we had
basketball team competes at home in high school in our future here."
So far this season, both
this weekend, only two Husky
players can truly claim home court Thomsen and Moberg have seen
more playing time than expected
advantage.
Sophomore forward Heidi due to injury problems the Huskies
Moberg and freshman cent.er Leah have sustained this year.
Ulferts said that Moberg and
Thomsen have been teammates
with the Huskies for less than a Thomsen have impressed her this
year, but it actually marks the fourth season.
Thom~n has worked her way
time in five years Lhe two have been
into the starting lineup for the
teammates.
As well as being a part of this· Huskies in her first season and
year's SCSU squad, Moberg and ranks Lhird on the team in scoring
Thomsen played three years with 11 f,H)ints per game. Sh~ aJso
together while altending St. Cloud leads the North Central Conference
in free-throw shooting percentage at
Apollo High School.
Thomsen and Moberg helped 92 percent.
Moberg has started in two
the Eagles to a second place state
finish in the 1994-95 Minnesota games this season. Ulferts said the
State High School Basketball improvements Moberg has made
from her freshman to her
Tournament.
With their successful high sophomore year have a lot to do
school careers, Moberg and with the addition of her fomier
Thomsen said the slow Huskies' Apollo teammmate on this season's
start this season is a change from SCSU squad.
"I have seen a big improvement
their winning ways, but they remain
in· (Moberg's) play from her
optimistic.
"I think there is times we can freshman to her sophomore year,"
sense the negativity on the floor," Ulferts said. "I think the addition of
Moberg said. "Besides (Thomsen) (Thomsen) to this year's squad has
and I, most everyone on our team something to do with it. They play
comes from winning organizations well . together and both knows
in high school, so it's an adjustment where each other is on the floor."
Moberg is averaging 4.7 ppg and
for everyone."
"We are a very young team," is third on the Huskies in
Thomsen said. "One of the main rebounding ~ith 4.8 rebounds per
reasons why I came (to SCSU) was game. She is also among the team
$TAFF WRITER

Scott Anderson/STl,FF PHaroGRAPHER

SCSU freshman Leah Thomsen, left, and sophomore Heidi MOberg team up once again, this time
as Huskie$. The duo played together as Eagles at St. Cloud Apollo High School. While at Apollo,
the pair led the Eagles to a second place finish at the state tournament in 1994-95.
leaders for the Huskies in steals.
"l do feel more comfortable with
(Thomsen) on the floor and she
feels more comfortable with me on
the floor," Moberg said. "In high
school, I tried getting the ball to
Leah as much as possible and she
was able io find me as well."
With Thomsen st.anding at 6-3
and Moberg at 6-0, the two provide
the Huskies with a lot of size,
something the Huskies must use to

their advantage against the NCC
this season.
This weekend, Thomsen,
Moberg and the rest of the Huskies
will be put to the test, hosting the
University of North Dakota Friday
and the top team in the nation and
defending national champions,
North Dakota State University,
Saturday.
Both the Fighting Sioux and the
Bison have incredible post players

WINTER QUARTER PASSES

in UND's Jenny Crouse (19.7 ppg)
and NDSU's Kasey Morlock (21.3
ppg).
"I think the biggest thing is
when (Moberg) and I play together,
we have a communication factor,"
'Thomsen said. "If we can do that,
we have a great chance of having a
lot of succes.s in this conference."
Tip off is scheduled for 5 p.m.
Friday and Saturday in Halenbeck
Hall.
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Available at Atwood Main Desk
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SCSU, UND series should lJe a good one Upset
Huskies, Fighting Sioux face off tied for WCHA lead
Earlier this season, 6,705 fans piled into
the National Hockey Center 10 watch the
SCSU hockey squad battle the University·
of Minnesota.
That was a big series, but this wCckend,
as the Huskies host the University of North
Dakota, the ante has been upped a bit.
The Huskies and the boys named Sioux
are the two best teams (up to this point,
anyway) in the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association, and they will butt heads
Friday and Saturday to sec who's tops in
the conference.
.

This is easily the most important series

of the year for the Huskies, perhaps the
most imponant in two years. Yes, the ·
playoff series against the University of
Denver last season was very important, but
now a WCHA title is at stake.
My advice to all of you: Forget the
Gophers right now and whether or not
you'll be able lO get tickets to next
weekend's series with them. Everyone, get
your hockey-loving behinds to the National
Hockey Center this weekend to make sure
you get a good seat for the series with the
Sioux. Then worry about the series with
the 'U,' it's a week away.
This series is about a zillion times more
important than any series the Huskies have
played so far this year. You want good
hockey? You got it this weekend.
If the numbers for attendance this
weekend are not close to the numbers with
the Gopher series, we have a problem. The
only reai;on fans should miss this series is
if they're dead.
There probably won't be 1,700
screaming fans from Grand Forks, N.D., at

the game like there usually is from the
Twin Cities when we play the Gophers, so
those empty seats should be filled with the
backsides of Husky backers.
The bottom line here is that Husky
FROM 1llE
CHFAP SFATS

~1'::ri:~~~n~a:0:
games than just the
Gopher series.
With only one
loss at home this
season, there should
be 6,000 fans at
every game..The
Huskies arc sitting
in a pretty good
position entering
the season's second
half.
BY KERRY
1be Huskies
COlllNS
split with the Sioux
earlier this season in
Grand Forks, and Ralph Englestad Arena is
a difficult place for any visiting team to
win at. SCSU also did not have the sevices
of super-sophomore Matt Cullen, who was
out with a viral infection.
Not only is this weekend's series
against the Sioux great because it is a
battle for first place, but it is also a battle
for respect for SCSU.
Despite being tied for first in one of the
toughest conferences in the nation, the
Huskies trail three other WCHA teams iQ
th~ national polls (UND, U of Minn., and
Colorado College).
A couple of wins this weekend by the
Huskies will hopefully earn them some of
that na~onal spotlight.

Husky Sports Tripleheader
Friday and Saturday
Jan. 10 & 11, 1997

The Fighting Sioux must be taken
seri,ously, however. It's not as if they arc
tied for first place in the WCHA because
they arc lucky. Also, don't count out the
Gophers or Colorado College for the
WCHA Litle. The l]niversity of Minnesota
- Duluth is also lurking within striking
distance.
UNO is one of the quickest teams in the
WCHA, if not the nation, and has seven or
eight players who are legitimate scoring
threats. Sophomore transfer Jason Blake
from Ferris State University has added to
the Sioux one more deadly weapon to their
already p::,tent scoring corps.
Senior Toby K valevog has been shaky
in goal at times over his tenure as the
Fighting Sioux stopper, but if he's on his
game, SCSU had better hope their
goaltenders are ready for a tight one. The
Siollx can hit, they can shoot and they can
skate; three big reasons why they're ranked
second in many of the major polls.
Iiut take these Huskies seriously, as well. This team is a contender, and are
playing like they can play as good as, or
better than, any team in the nation entering
the second half of the season.
The young defensemen have proven
themselves. Sophomore Ttm Lideen has
proven he can be a solid goaltender behind
, junior Brian Leitza. 1be offense is as
explosive as any in the WCHA.
Get to the hockey center and make the
Huskies' home-ice advantage even greater.
. Who knows, maybe this is their year. And
one never knows how long talented players
like Cullen and sophomore Mark Parrish
will be around.
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Lucas was ranked first in the nation at 158
pounds.
'That was a great match for us and a ,.great
match to watch," Grimit said. 'That was really the
turning point for us."
At 167 pounds, SCSU freshman Jeff Schroeder
continued the onslaught, winning 8-2 over UNC's
T.J. Deaguero.
Deaguero was ranked third in the.nation at 167.
~~~:~0~ictory put the Huskit:,s ahead of the .
"Schroeder really, really dominated that match,"
Grimit said. 'That was a maller of where hard work •
and dedication rcall)' paid off for this kid."
Husky sophomore Ryan Marx was defeated by
Tom Wagner, 11-4. Wagner's victory closed
SCSU's lead to 24-13.
Seeing the match was all but out of reach,
Northern Colorado forfeited the matCh at 190
pounds. UNC's Sean Hadwiger had been ailing
from an injured shoulder, and Grimit said he
thought the Bears did not want to re-injure it with
the match out of reach.
With SCSU leading 30-13, UNC's Chris
Villalobs defeated SCSU freshman Matt LeBlanc
in the final match of the contest. The convincing
final tally, 30-17, show~ SCSU victorious.
Grimit said that the upset victory caused the
coaches of the North Central Conference to stand
up and take notice.
"l got a call from about one half of the coaches
in the conference to congratulate us on the win,"
Grimit said. "That doesn't happen much."
This season's Husky wrestling squad is
something special, Grimit said. The coach cites the
work ethic of_ the squad as the prime factor in the
team's success.
'This is a great team to work with because they
do the extra things to get better and to win," Grimit
said. 'They're what you look for in a team. 1bey're
special and we have a chance to have a great team."
The Huskies travel to Augsburg College
Tuesday. 111e next home meet for SCSU is Jan. 24
against Mankato Stale University.

CONSIDERING A
CAREER IN THE
HEALTH CARE
FIELD?

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

\\'c ha1·c opportunities for

nursing assist.1nts

(you need not

be certified to apply) in the
l"otlowing areas
♦

Home Health Aide: l'I" da)
poSitin n. 4() hours in
11

;1

two

ee k period. work with d icnts

in nur assisted Iii i11g and

i1klcpc11dc111 !iring apartment
complexes on our campus

Friday
5 p.m.- Women's Basketball
7 p.m. - Men's Basketball
8:35 p.m. - Hockey

♦ c l rtified Nursing Assistant:
l'r and 1-T positions .ivailahlc

Saturday
5 p.m.- Women's Basketball
7 p.m. - Men's Basketball
8:35 p.m . - Hockey

on all shifls, prm·idc dirL-cl

♦

Alt games versus the
University of North Dakota

Basketball vs. North Dakota
State, Hockey vs. North
Dakota

care for residents in our
nursing home
Benedict Homes Aide: l'l
and Fr positions av11ilablc on
all shilh, work with 5 tenants
\\'ilh _,\11.hcimer's l)iseasc or
other ti,rms of memory Jns.s in
homes llrl our campus

>>>>>>>>>
Catch the WCHA Co-Leaders, $CSU and
UND, in a battle for the ·league title.

We offer the follnwi11µ inccnti\'CS
tn <Jua lified employees
♦

<<<<<<<<<
Watch the SCSU men's basketball team, trileaders in the NCC, position themselves to be
alone at the top.

>>>>>>>>>
Cheer on the SCSU women's basketball team
as the Huskies host the #1 ranked team in the
country, North Dakota State and the #2 ranked
University of North Dakota.

Students get In free with an SCSU I.D.

l'.1id reg istration in certified
nursing assistant d;1s.<;1;s
.50 night differential
♦ Pay for C\pe rienec
♦

Premiere Student Housing
....--+ Heated Swimming Pool
c_-+FREE Parking/Outlets
,::-t Sand Volleyball Court
c.-+ Heat and Water Paid
c.-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c_-+Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c.-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c.-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

c.-+ Air Conditioning
c.-+ Large Storage Room
c.-+ Fro!i.1:-free Refrigerators
c.-+ Laundry Facilities
....--+ Vending Machines
c.-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
e+ Individual Leases
c.-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252-2633

♦

Dental ,111<11 kallh Insurance

♦

\"acatinn and l)isahilily 1.c.,ve

♦

Tuiti,,n Reimbursement

~ENEDICT'S

L_gENTER
HealthG.are& Hoosing Fr,,OU,,Aru'ts

1810 Minnesota Boulevard SE
St. Cloud. MN 56304-2416
1320) 252-0010

EOE
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2,000 years ago,

1

.

Sages journeyed to unknown lands

I

.

s

to discover the Living God.
---...,
:-f:fiJl .

We invi~e you to journey ...
... to the north side of campus.

_.

University Lutheran - Church t,f the Epiphany
On the corner of 4th Street and 4th Avenue

Sundays at l l :00 a.m.

252 -6 18 3 • LC M@li99er.stcloud.msu~.edu

SUMMER-FALL RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Quiet, convenient locations

a.ASSIC 500 & RIVER RIDGE APIS.

D
D

Olf-strcc1 Parking

D

Dishwasher

□ Microwave

Controlled Access

D Tuck-under Parking D Ind. Locked &lrms
D
D Laundry
□ Mini Blinds

D

Free Basic Cable

·D
D

Air Conditioning

Heal/ Water Paid
On-site Caretaker

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

We'll give you
Power Macintosh"7600 __ ___ ___ _
120 MHzll 6MB RAM/l.2GBICD-ROM
Now
$2.566
15" -

ST.4DT l)u.i-.ii--11~6

1

SVDli-.16 13Dt~!

$150 to _get

At CiJMMUN!TY
Bio-RESOURCES,
you can give the
gift of life and
earn money for
spr ing break.
Thousands of
people just like

Apple" Color StyleWriter• 2500

UpkJ~~it

yourwork

-~~@u you rely on
•,_,,

plasma products

to live healthy normal lives. Because your

done faster.

•

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.

For a Limited lime, you can snag a $150 rebate from Apple C.Omputerwhenyou purchase a Macintosh"
personal computer and an Apple" printei: Just make trackdoryour campus computer store and pick up
some of Ire most inocwative technology in existence. Better still, using a Mac" means getting sruff oone
a whole lot faster. Which should open up your schedule for the real important th.ings.,Like sleeping.
Power Meelntosh• 5260 too MHz/16MB RAW800M&'iXQ>.IIOWl4" Io l i . i n ~ Now $1,305
Power Macintosh' 7200 llDMHz/16MBRAMll.1J,';MC( {D.ll()t,l{I S " ~ Now $1,948
Apple' Color StyleWriter" 1500 11p r.mti360. Now $235
~
' LaserWriter"4!900Now$721
St. Cloud State University Computer Ston,
and Computing Center Rm. 101
8em-4pm Monday • Friday

~

320/2S6-4944 « on the web O http'J 1--aes-store.stcloud.msus.lldu/

donation is so important you are
compensated for your time .
Plasma donations are completely safe
& easy. you can use your time t o study,
re lax. or plan your spring break get away to
Fort Lauderdale, Mexico, Vail, or any
destination of y our choice.
For more Information or to schedule
an appointment call .259-6300.

Community Bio-Resources
2019 Stearns Way
Mon. ,Wed ., Fri. 6:00 am - 4:00 pm
Tue. , Thurs.
6:00 am - 6:30 pm
Sat.
8:00 am - 1:00 pm

~. .

J...;"1,veYSlO~S
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Greek involvement
enhances college life
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Ever since the movie "Animal House"
was released, members of sororities and

fraternities have had the reputation of being

to

give

b~ck

to

the

community,"

Engebretson said.
Engebretson said

she believes
bcconiingapartof,asororityisagrcatway
to meet new people and to improve on
leadership skills.
The Sisterhood and Brotherhood can
also be a good way to learn to relate to
people.
Those are also the reasons Meeks
encourages people to join a Greek
organization.
"In a fraternit y, you always have a team
around to do things with," he explained.
"You meet a lot of people and get good

constant partyers with no regard for rules or
authority. Local Greek organizations want to
convey what they are really about.
"In the past, that's how frats were
portrayed - as party houses. But with all the
rules and regulations, it's not that way
anymore," said Charles Meeks, junior and
three year member of Theta Chi.
Recent events involving Theta Chi
caught the attention of the media and contacts."
concerned administrators, further tarnishing
Phi Kappa Tau member Todd Carley,
the image of fraternities and sororities. junior, added his own
reasons
Members said they feel the bad publicity for joining.
they received was
"Being a part of
undeserved.
a fraternity can
"The
media
help in scholastics
focused on the
and it really builds
character," he said.
negative aspe~ts,"
said
Stacy
Carley
Engebretson, senior
encourages people
and member of the
interested
in
Kappa Phi Omega
joihing or just
sorority. "We do a
curious
about
it
lot of positive things
Greek life to atteTld
for
the
a mixer.
community."
He said he
Volunteer
believes the Greek
activities fraternities
system's activities
Todd Carley
and
sororities
give people a
PHI KAPPA TAU MEMBER
participate
in
chance to see how
include bell-ringing
much the members
for the Salvation
really do help the community.
Anny and various activities in the Big
Even with the bad publicity,
Brother/Big Sister program.
Engebretson said she_ feels there is n0
They also help with food drives and reaso~_to worry about the future of frats and
walk-a-thons throughout the year. Many
groups help with the Adopt-a-Block so~~:;·'ve been around for hundreds of
years," she said. "And they will continue to
program, too.
"Joining a sorority is really a good way go strong."

Being part of a
fraternity can help in
scholastics and
really builds
character,»

File photo

In ~pril 1~5, ~armer senior Rxan Shootie chats with then-freshman Denise Koppes
durmg their ramy one hour shift on the seesaw as part of the Fifth Annual Seesaw
for Charity. This eve~t was held at the Delta Phi Epsilon hc;,use.

'KIDS' explores current issues, qtlture
Film's truthful exploration of subject matter and vivid scenes shock and educate viewers
by Muriah Miller

States. Clark's depiction of
events and situations is done
"KIDS" · is a tour through 24 with raw honesty. The images
hours in the Ii ves of a and content are vivid and
group
of
today's
urban graphic.
"In my opinion, the film
teenagers.
One of the things the main is controversial because most
character Telly says at the end of individuals are not able · to
the movie reflects the attitude he admit that these things are
People
had, "When you're young, nothing • happening right here.
need to open their eyes,"·
matters... "
Deanna
The movie, staged in New York explained
City, shows its characters - most in Bussiere, University Program
Films
their early to mid teens - Board
experimenting with drugs, sex, and Committee Coordinator.
In the U.S . . today, half of
alcohol.
The docudrama, directed by teenagers have had unprote~ted
Larry Clark was first. released in intercourse by age 19, according to
such large Los Angeles, Chicago, infonnation obtained on the
and New York. The decision was Internet.
Tara Treglowne, the HIV/SID
left to the individual theater to rate
the film. Most theaters restricted Coordinator at Health Services
anyone under 18 years old from said, "Sexually transmitted diseases
viewing the film. Still, "KIDS"' are very common on college
popularity spread throughout the campuses across the · country."
Treglowne added it is important for
U.S. and in Europe.
''.KIDS" has become the subject students to be aware that
of much controversy in the United Health Services does screening for

STD's and HIV at a minimal
cost.
"KIDS'' also explores the
problems and effects of alcohol and
drug abuse among teenagers in the

U.S.
The production affects each
individual differently.
"'KIDS' is an artistic and
educational film," Bussiere said. "It
shows the problems affecting our
country's
youth."
Neidra
Holmstrom, a sophomore, said. " It
is depressing to see how inner city
kids live."
Although the action takes place
in a big_i.ity, the story'sevent.s could
happen and are happening all over
the United States. "It's not just a
movie, it is real _life," said junior
Tony D' Agostino.
Although the film's focus is on
issues facing modem kids, there are
different
interpretations
and
additional ideas contained in the
Clark's drama.
'The interesting thing about the
film is that it shows the new

generation of young people namely "ravers," which most of
society knows nothing about. This
movie· cannot really be called a
documentary because not all ravers
act like the characte~ in the movie, especially the sex thing. Ravers
have a style all their own, which is
fascinating to me. And they aren't
just in New York, they are right

here in St. Cloud and in
Minneapolis," said one SCSU
junior.
"KIDS" will be -showing in
Atwood Little Theater at 4 p.m. anJ
7 p.m. on Thurs., Jan. 9 anJ at 7
p.m and 9:30 p.m on Fri. , Jan. JO
and Sat. , Jan I I. The sponsor is
UPB Films Committee. The movie
isnnt rated.

In my opinion, the film is
controversial because most
individuals are not able to admit
that these things are happening
right here. People need to open
their eyes.
Deanna Bussiere
UPB FILMS COMMITTEE COORDINATOR
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Workshop covers crucial issues, strengthens
Seven week Women's Center class focuses on women's empowerment and needs
by Muhammad Karim
STAFF WRITER

The di~ussions on assert,ivcness will seek
lo dispel this and similar myths, LaDue sai~.

On Wednesday afternoon, the Women's
According to LaDue·, conflict resolution is
Center held the first .of a projected important for women. They have a
seven
session
workshop
entitled, tendency to bottle up their hurt, thinking
"Empowerment and Assertiveness Training · it inappropriate to make themselves
for Women."
heard. This is counterproductive, not to
mention emotionally debilitating, she
The objective of this workshop is to explained.
discuss five important issues crucial to
women, according to Lee LaDue,
"We here at the Women's Center want
coordinator of Sexual Assault Services. female students to know how to deal with
The issues under discussion will be conflict in a positive and constructive
assertiveness,
conflict
resolution, manner. Many problems arc going to arise in
self-esteem, body image and sexuality in their lives and we want them to'know how to
relationships.
confront them in a way.that would ensure a
higher chance of a positive outcome," she
LaDue will preside over these sessions said.
and said she believes that women at SCSU
could get a lot out of the workshop.

'There is so much miscommunication
going on between the sexes," she said. "I
believe that this workshop could help to
bridge that gap."
LaDue explained that women are
discouraged from being assertive. "Even after
the sexual revolution, women are still
expected to maintain a back seat in ~ociety.
Whenever a woman asserts her rights or
feelings, she is referred lo as a bitch," she
said.

LaDue expressed sadness and concern
over the hassles women face in regard to their
physical appearance. She said women are
often pressured by family, friends and
spouses to maintain a specific body irriage
which has caused serious physical
repercussions.
"Society teaches women, particularly
white women, that they have to be slim, that
they have to look a certain way. In fact, we
are pressured to look so thin, that most
physicians would deem it unhealthy. Women

SEX O
N ' T ~ BEAC::
FAMOUS FAT TUESDAY DAIQUIRY
CANCUN OR MAZATLAN
From $399
Book by Jan 15 Sunbreaks will
Free Covers, Free Day Parties, throw in 5 breakfasts, 5 lunches
Discounts at shops and side
& 5 dinners for free which is a
excursions
$50 Value.
Complete Packages

"Some women blame
themselves for being sexually
assaulted," she explained.
"They rationalize it by
saying that perhaps they led the
guy on. What we want them to
understand is that they
must express themselves finnly

This is going to be a success.
Women are reaching out for
help and we are try,ing to serve
.
them
Lee LaDue
WOMEN'S CENTER SEXUAL ASSUALT SERVICES
COORO!NATOR

and
clearly on the area of sex. They have a tight
to say no and to have that decision
respected."

The Women's Center has conducted
similar workshops in the past. This is its third.
such program. The first "How to be a good
lover," was in the spring of 1995. LaDue said

~

"Catholic Church on Campus"
Counseling Service .
free to SCSU students

The workshop wi ll be held in the
Women's Center from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. every
Wedsnesdays until Feb. 19. Cost is $5 for the
entire seven session workshop and
scholarships are available for those unable to
afford the cost. For further infonnation ca11

255-4958.

THE WEB!LY UST OF OF LITTLE USE,
SAUE FOR ACHUCKLI NOW AND THEN.

.iler, rk .Me and nahtr,(11 legMa/u,e,,
a,e lxic-k in ;e,;;itn . .i1~~""'·

6:~~;;·it•all" , , 3:~~~j!m~agaln.
anxmd the l,rr.

5!i~~~~afu~

2~:::joo.

Thurmood "Death Watch" pcol.
We ran once .0
More starchy .,,,.hite
l chant: "What crunk
4 guys
oo local 1V news.
Were the Foonding Fathers
thinking cir

Sunbreak Student Tours
fo, info call l-800-446-8355
Http://www.uresourcc.com/sunbreak

Walk
With
You

''This is going to be a success," LaDue
said. "Women are reaching out for help and
we are trying to serve them. We recognize
cultural differences, bµt .we are all women
and our problems are ,by and large the same."

La[fue is interested in sexuality in
relationships. She said there have been 14
cases of sexual assault since
July
I.
This workshop is designed to
assist women to deal with
making their wishes know and
the steps to be taken if these
feelings are ignored by their
partners.

3 Departure days to choose from: Friday, Saturdays or Mondays

Let Us

she is optimistic about the outcome of the
workshop.
•

arc exl}Criencing higher numbers of
anorexia and bulimia as a result of
perceived beauty," LaDue said, noting body
image and self-esteem arc interrelated
topics.

rei

Still Deciding?

~

For Career Information
Call

612-654-5089

stO.OUDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
M).AAu;~c l'acilirp Alruma1iwcAa:loa/Eq..tc;>ppota.,.aity Eduatotud~c:c

Do you have an
irreverent 6-pack list?
Send 1110 the Chromcte today, or
tomorrow.Whatever.
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Past year brought surprising movie mixture
(the cheap seats) can't use one of it's screens
for second-run independents. Oh, well, look
for them on video or drive to the Twin
Cities.
Anything Travolta touches ll!ms to gold,
and '96 continued that trend (with the
exception of"Whlte Man's
Burden"). "Phenomenon" was a
huge hit, and "Michael" which
just opened is off to a good start.
Some of us have no doubt ·
reached our Travolta exposure
limit, but relief seems nowhere in
sight.
The year was filled with good
movies, but I think the best ones
are the films given the least
attention. Therefore, some of
these· may be unfamiliar to many.

by Jason Lethert
FILM CRJnC

1996 was a tumultuous year for
Hollywood. Some films reached to the
future with splashy sequels, paving the way
for merchandise and toy deals. It
was a bridge to the past in
remakes like "101 Dalmations"
and "The Preacher's Wife," and
re-released classics like "Vertigo"
and "Giant." The Earth was
defended from alien invasions by
such varied "heroes" as Patrick
Stewart, Jack Nicholson, Charlie
Sheen, and Will Smith.
John Travolta continued his
bid to take over pop culture, and
Beavis and Butthead became movie stars!
All in all, it was a lot to take in, so a look
back at the major movie events.
1996 exemplified the best and worst of
today's film industry. Hollywood escalated
1. "Fargo" (starring Francis
its love affair with blockbusters. Though I
McDonnand) If you get hung up on the
like mind-blowing effects as much as the
overblown Norwegian accents, you're just
next guy, the increased commercialization of cheating yourself out of a great film.
the industry has hurt the quality of films.
Murder, mayhem, and a bumbling would-be
Now producers have found a new formula:
criminal mastermind made "Fargo" hilarious
A big budget, big special effects, an
and one of the most entertaining films of the
established veteran actor or two, and a
year.
gimmick.
2. '7rainspottiog'' (starring Ewan
"Twister'' showed you can sell a movie
Mcgregor) A stylish British film brimming
on the promise of special effects, with
. with energy. The kinetic style will suck you
relative unknowns in the cast. Any disaster
in and twist you around. Also, the infamous
or gimmick will work - there are at least
toilet scene will make you cringe.
two volcano pictures on the way, a flood
3. ''Mars Attacks!" (starring Jack
picture in the works, more aliens are
Nicholson) Absolute craziness! Finally some
coming, and that is just the beginning.
aliens with attitude invade E.arth. You just
On the other hand, quality independent
Won't find a more visually creative film this
films continue to carve out a niche all their
year. Cool action and ~wisted comedy mix in
own. Independents had a strong year in '95
this film which will definitely become a cult
and kicked off '96 auspiciously with the
classic.
dark comedy "Fargo." Similar films which
4 •~Id Comfort Fann" (starring Ian
should make an impact in the video market
McKellan) This little known film was quite
in St. Cloud (they never played here) include a gem for those who stumbled onto it. When
the acclaimed "Grace of My Heart" and
a well-to-do socialite goes to live with
'The Big Night" It's too bad Cinema Arts
distant relatives on a run down fann, she's in

The Best

• 363-7797
• 4 rope tows
• Lighted hills that range from mild
to wild!
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for children
• $6 for groups of 20 or more
• 2 New snow-boarding hills

Selick, it's not just your average kids movie.
for more than she bargainOO. She e~eavors
9. '7he Cable Guy" (starring Jim
to add a hint of wQrldliness to the farm's ass
Carrey) Arguably the funniest Jim Carre)"
backward inhabitants, and disrupts its
me~iculous social order. Her relatives are the film. Darker and more sly than Carrey's
previous efforts. Stiller's direction adds
Strangest collection of weirdos you' U see,
legitimacy that has been missing from some
not to mention the farm may or may not
earlier films. It was poorly received, but I
hold a dark secret about the girl's dead•
don't see how anyone can justify paying to
father.
see "Ace Ventura 2" or "Dumb,and
5. "The Friiihteners" (starring Michael
Dumber'" and not ''The Cable ,Guy."
J. Fox) One of the most underrated films of
10. ''Shine" (starring Geoffrey Rush)A
the year, it died quickly at the box office.
Fox stars as a psychic detective who uses his powerful film detailing Jeffrey Helfgott's
rise to fame as a child prodigy, and his
ability to communicate with ghosts to con
people into thinking they're being haunted. • subsequent fal[ into mental breakdown. A
brilliant pianist as a child, Helfgott was
When the spirit of the Grim Reaper goes on
a murder spree, Fox is blamed, which leads
completely controlled by his father. When he
into a surreal thrill ride to find and stop the
finally works up enough courage to
Reaper. It's son of like "Silence of the
challenge his father, it leads to disaster.
Lambs" with a frenetic supernatural spin to · Sometimes touching, chilling, shoc'king, and
hilarious, "Shine" is a well crafted drama
it.
. 6. ''Welcome to the Dollhouse" This
dark. wry comedy follows the most socially
unaccepted girl in the seventh grade, Dawn.
She's the victim of vandalism, intimidation,
''Swingers'' (directed and starring John
name calling, sexual harassment, and a
Favreau) Get a night life, baby! A couple of
world of stupid idiots.
•
relio-60s cool cats are looking for girls and
• You can literally feel the frustrati6n and
pondering life's nuances. A funny and well
anger boiling inside her. This film will make scripted film that comments on 90s dating
you feel so bad, you won't ever call
culture.
someone "wienerdog" again. A nice change
of pace from the fantasy world of ''Clueless"
and ''Beverly Hills 90210."
7. "Star Trek: First Contact" (starring
1. ''Twister'' (starring a blue screen,
Patrick Stewan) Captain Picard proves he
computer imagery) The most disappointing
can hold his own on the silver screen.
movie of the year, easily. Just when I
There's plenty of action, but the real stars
thought I ran out of rips for this show, I saw
are the great characters and the cerebra]
Owen Glieberman of Entenainment Weekly
approach. All that, and you don't have to be
name ''Twister'' on his top ten list! Ouch.,
a Trekker to enjoy iL
Owen! Say it ain't so!
8. "James and the Giant Peach'1
2. "Jingle AU the Way'' (starring Arnold
(starring the voice of Richard Dreyfuss) A
Schwan:eneggar) If you liked Arnold's other
good measure of children's fare is whether
comedies, you might like this one. A few
adults will want to sit through it with the
satirical bits on holiday commercialization
kids.
and the toy market keep this Q0C from being
This is one that can please all parties
a total yawner.
concerned. It's funny and has a very
distinctive visual style. Directed by Henry

Honorable mention

The Worst

Don't you want to stand out from the crowd?
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SCS SPECIAL:
I
BUY TWO TOW TICKETS

I
I

I
I

GET ONE FREE!!!

1..--------,- -------------.J
Private parties with beverage may
reserve the hill only after 9 pm.

Open 12 - 9pm
everyday

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cly. Rd. 2 until
Junction 160; then right 1 mile

s1N
I

THIS COUPON NOT VALID ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OTHER SPECIALS

Build a concrete foundation for your future.

------------
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Ta!'ning
·IO
Sessions

1

Qualifications:
•Zquancrsrcs_idcnce halllivingex~rienccor~uivalentbythecndofwinterquartcr
• 2.25 cumulauve GPA by the end of winter quarter
• 36crcdi1scompletcd by the end of spring quarter
• ActivecampusinvolvementaruJ/orleadcrshipexpcriencc

$17.991
Plus Tax

Llm;tonecoupon

e<" custome,
txpiresJan.

io, 1997

UClO
UC20

Sessions $34. 99
II 20
GOOD ONtr AT
I sr. CLOUD LOCARON
I ~rar~ ~t:~
I - 2s2-n3a
1338 15th Ave. S.E.

I

Application folders available at the following locations:

I
I

0
Rcsidcmial Life Office (Carol Hall)
• Front desks of all residence halls
0
U~iversity Organiiatio~ (Atwood)
• American Indian Ccruer (905 Fifth Ave. South)
• Mmority Student Program, (A(wood)
• Rkhard R. Grttn House (809 Fourth Ave. South)
• Cenler for International S1udics (520 Fifth Ave. South)

.

I
II
I
I

------------

Do you have any questions about the position?
• Campus-wid,, information session:
Tuesday, Jan. l i1h at 4:00 pm, Atwood Liule Theam:
•[ndividualrcsidencehallscssion.s:
Jan. 12th•l7th (ch~I: with specific halls for dates and times)
0 lmerv iewcarou.scls:
Friday,Jan.3\st&Saturday,Feb. lst

•

Application folders arc due Jamary 24th, at the Residential Ufe Office, 1st floor.Carol HalL

Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Voz
Robert Kraemer

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

Re-election of
Gingrich ·a
mistake
Newt Gingrich's re-election as Speaker of the House could
hardly be called a mandate from the masses. He squeaked by
with only a 216-205 vote in favor of his re-election. That's not a
comfortable margin.
Gingrich finally admitted he is guilty of the ethics charges
against him. What a big surprise that was. However, his
Republican friends claim he's simply the victim of a
Democratic witch hunt, and that he was misunderstood.
Oh, of course. He's a victim. People just don't understand
him.
Well, it's difficult to argue with the plain, ba1d truth Gingrich said he lied to the House Ethics Committee. He lied.

STAFF OPINION
RYAN Voz,

To Congress.
The Republicans banged the character issue like a cheap
drum during the presidential campaign, but only a few of them
voiced their opposition to Gingrich crawling back up to his
Speaker chair.
Why was Gingrich re-elected? Because the Republicans
didn't want to lose the Speaker position to the Democrats. So
what if he's a little dishonest? Isn't that what the American
people have come to expect from their politicians?
It seems a rather inappropriate way to choose the person
second in line to the Oval Office.

EDITORIAL

Getting involved
proves actions may
be better than words
Take a look at what some of this university's students are
doing. They're signing grants to improve parkland and school
programs. They're giving presentations on the effects
pornography has on women. They're even helping to clothe
Nigerian villages.
Perhaps learning from their examples, learning how they
work to improve others, may in tum let us improve ourselves.
Regardless of whether you believe in what that person
standing outside the adult bookstore is saying, at least that
person is doing something,
Words can only go so far. Sometimes actions are more ·
effective. Getting involved in student organizations, community
groups or charities may be one way to improve both one's self
and the place in which one lives.
College life is not just about attending classes. Frankly, one
can only learn so much from a textbook or a lecture. We also
learn by doing. That's why it is critical to the students of this
university to go beyond their classrooms and get involved.
Not only may one be able to do something to improve the
area, it is valuable resume-building material. Employers are
often more impressed with accomplishments as part of different
organizations.
So get involved. Take part. Don't just rest on the merits of
your transcript. It may not be enough in the end.

MANAGING EDITOR

Car troubles lead to
learning a hard lesson
Trouble in the fast lane
with vehicles can result in a
real disaster in more ways
than one.
As a result, I'm
left .with a handful of
parts and no
transportation, at
least for the time
being.
My recent
learning experience
with cars is a bit on
the odd side.
My whole experience with
vehicles is like one saga after
another. The fault of my
recent saga falls into my
hands and no one else's.
I will be the first to admit it
was stupid and it was all my
fault, s"o don't think for a
minute I don't realize that.
I made a mistake by having
someone help me fix my car
- and I will never let it
happen again.
This someone was a
stranger right off 9th Avenue,
but actually I think he resided
much closer to a penitentiary.
I_Jound out later in the ordeal,
he really was a recent exconvict from southern
Minnesota.
Those who know me
probably think this could only
happen to me. Actually, I
think this could happen to
anyone.
Hopefully the lesson I
learned will carry over to

someone else, so they don't
get the part if I would give
make the same mistake.
him a ride, but I felt
The nian offered to help fix. uncomfortable driving this
my car Tuesday evening, and
man around St. Cloud so I
after some thought, I declined his offer.
decided to let him
The man said if I had any
problems he wou ld be back
pursue the task.
After spending
tomorrow or I could call him
numerous hours
if I had any questions.
fixing my car with
Instead, I brought the
no luck, I guess I
. distributor cap in the house
gave into what could and began to wonder what I
had just gotten myself into.
be called
desperation.
I decided to do a credibility
I thought maybe for a
J check on this guy.
second there was someone
Of the two numbers he
looking out for me. Well, this
gave, one was disconnected
person didn't prove to be the
and the other was the wrong
one, by all means.
number.
He claimed he was a
Knowing I had been taken
to the cleaners, I tried to stop
mechanic at a nearby service
station here in St. Cloud, but
payment on my check. I found
with further
outTCF
research, I
charges $23 to
found out he
stop payment,
may have
meaning I
After spending would have to
never worked
on a car in his
numerous hours pay an extra $3
life.
to stop the
fixing my car check.
I agreed to
pay the man
There went
with rw fuck, I
the idea of not
$20 dollars if
guess I gave into giving him the
he could get
my car fixed.
what could be least bit of
Well, he didn't
satisfaction,
called
while it left me
get it fixed.
Rather, he
desperation
with a handful
told me what
of parts, $20
was wrong and what part to
dollars poorer, and many
get.
questions still to be answered
He said he would go down
about my car.
to the nearby parts store and

"
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Infomercials now
offered on flights
The snow is deeper, the air is colder and classes have resumed. Thus
the holidays are over and the new year has begun. So I'm sure the biggest
question on everyone's mind is "What did you do for the holidays,
Billy?" Well, while most students spent the last few remaining.days of
1996 returning Old Spice Gifl Sets and useless Ab Flex's, I headed to
Arizona to spend time with my newly-retired grandparents.

,

That's right, the home of palm, trees, cactuses and the state vehicle
known only as the Cadillac. Now I suppose many of you are having
feelings of jealousy, so I thought I'd sympathize and share part of my
vacation that wasn't so hot (no pun intended) - the airplane ride.
It all began the Friday after Christmas, where I was to meet my
· mother and little sister at gate number 20046 in the gold concourse of the

B.S.

~r~

~!:;!~~~1:~ti?~!~
~h~~~'n,;ore
a1one fly in a 747, so I was expecting a few
changes. Walking down the halls of the airport, I
felt like I was part of the "Ma and Pa Kettle"
family witnessing big city life for the first time.
It was then that I realized the airport was almost
a society all its own with a culture unbeknownst to
outsiders. I call it an umanized jungle because I
believe I saw a member from every country of the
world there. The odd thing was that everyone
canied cell phones and luggage with built-in
~~-~~ wheels.
BY BIJ.LY .
My first reaction was that the cell phones were

WHAIEN

:~o;~~~:~~r=~~~:~:;p:~:~:i!~g;?e
outsiders who tended to get hostile and not follow the number one rule of
this society - walk very fast. Of course I realized this was just my
imagination getting the better of me when a I0-year-old girl bumped info
me, and told me to take a you know what, and confidently scurried off to
her plane accompanied by no one.
Nevertheless,! swallowed my pride, wiped the beads o.f sweat off my
brow and grabbed my aunt's hand, who I begged to take me to the airport
to make sure I got on my plane on time. After uniting with my mother
and sister who had flown into the cities, we boarded our plane and
proceded to coach area, row 33.5, scat quadruple A, B and D. Stowing
my carry-on I sat in my seat, which was the size of my first-grade desk. I
peered around the cabin and was amazed to find a phone attached to the
back of every other seat's headrest. I was astonished how Technology has
really advanced in these planes. Yet it was amazing that there were still
ashtrays installed in the armrests of the seats.
I began to relax and kick back my feet, and I say kick because they
were stuck under the seat ahead of me. And I say ahead of me, because
the space was one head length between me and the seat. Before we took
off, a video appeared on a screen in the front of the cabin. It was a quick
show of what to do in case of an emergency. No more do airline
attendants themselves have 10 show the crew of larger airplanes what to
do in emergencies. What was also interesting was there were commercials
before and after the emergency presentation, about the various things the
Northwest Corporation is involved in. Let me just say they were about as
exciting and emotion-stirring as a Sally Struthers informercial.
After the plane took off I was thrown a single package of fat-free
pretzels, a beverage in a Dixie cup and was charged four bucks to listen
to a movie I wasn't able to see because every persons head blocked my
vision. Did I mention that first class·passengers now get to walCh the
movie on little televisions that flip out of their armrests? When I first saw
this, envy clouded my mind and I began to loath the elite first class.
Many times I peered down the aisle to catch glimpses of the heavenly
fortress that was protected by what appeared to be a clothlike fence. I
began to hallucinate from staring so long that I swore I caught a glimpse
of people drinking and dancing what appeared to be the Macarena.
When I returned to my senses I noticed the movie had ended and the
seat belt light was on. Over the intercom ·I heard the captain's muffled
voice say, "We will be landing at the Phoenix International Airport, so
please fasten your seatbelt and put up your hair and start wishing." I
turned to my sister next to me and said, "Did the pilot just say 'put your
hair up and start wishin'?'' "No, he said put your chair in the upright
JX)Sition. You probably can't hear because your fears are stomping."
"What was that last part?" I asked. "Your ears are JX)pping.'.'_she yelled.
So I followed our faithful captain's orders and before I knew it I was .
on the ground and able to exit the plane one hour and forty-seven minutes
later when everyone ahead of us finally left.
I had at last made it to the Valley of the Old People, I mean Valley of
the Sun. Everyone will be happy to know I didn't get a tan. I did,
however, get a first class seat on the return trip due to the coach section
being overbooked. AH I can say is while many of you students were
nursing a hangover, I was nursing a bottle of liquor while dancing the
Macarena with the elite first class.

Banning pornography won't end
violence against women
I am just curious what this women's equal
rights group is trying to accomplish by
protesting in from of the porn place.
I am totally for equal rights. Correct me if I
am wrong, but aren't there naked guys in
pornos too? I think men are equally
represented.
Are we supposed to ban all porn because
some people_don't like it? I have serious
doubts that pornography causes violence
against women. Violence is caused by people
who are mentally unstable, not by a piece of
paper or a dirty magazine.
Banning nude photography wou14 make

matters worse. The human body is nothing to
be ashamed of. Banning everything jsn't going
to solve anything. If every mother taught her
son to treat women with respect and as equals,
it would solve more problems.
The freedom of expression is something I
don't take lightly - neither should you.
Besides, I have never seen any group picket the
post office for delivering Victoria's Secret
catalogs to almost every home in the nation
(aren't they quite "dirty?").
Christopher Cody

Senior
Chemistry

Letter Policy
University Chronicle encourages its readers to
participate in the Opinions page.

All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone number
Signature
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and clarity.
Please keep letters under 300 words.
Letters must be exclusive to the Chronicle. Form letters or press releases
will not be accepted.
Please type all letters or send via e-mail.
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Housing
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes· heat,
water, garbage and parking. On-site

laundry, on Campus Clipper bus
line. 654-8300.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
2-4-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
Joint or individual leases. Rent starts
at $190. Heat, water and basic cable
included. Plug-ins available with
reserved parking. Laundry facilities,
mini blinds in each room, large

rooms.
HIGH
POINT
APARTMENTS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT 654-8300.
2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleum, new
blinds, newly painted!! $415/month.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available

now!! 654-8300
4-BDRM.APT.

Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two-baths. $220/month per

person. 255-9262.
'97-98 HOUSING.
MPM. Dan, 255-9163.
'97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.

2-bdrm.-1 3 bdrm. houses. l bdrm.-4
bdrm. apts. Dan, 255-9163.
'97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
45 locations. Houses, apt. houses
anp ,apt. buildings. Responsible and
respectful young adults wanted.
Dan, 255-9163.
$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts.
Close to campus, heat paid. 2518284, 251·9418.
710 APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Th ree-bdrm. ,
$600. Nine month leases. Electric,
heat. Free parking. Dan, 255-9163.
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.
Close to campuS. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. · l ow security
deposit 255-9262.
AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251 -9418.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near D.T. and
Coborn's. Twelve month leases

BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on bus
fine. $390, twelve month lease.
$450, nine month lease. JNCT. Hwy.
10 and 23. Dan, 255-9163.
BEST SUBLEASE DEAL
on 5th Ave. Immediate openings,
men
and . women.
Usually
$219/month, now $179/month thru
May. P_rivate room, free cable,
individual lease, low deposit. 259,0977.
. CHARLAMAINE APT!S
1997 summer and fall best choice.
Across from SCSU! Attractive,
clean, quiet, smoke-free, well cared
for building with classic design. New
unit and common area carpet
Practical price and more perks like
sun decks, whirlpool spa, reserved
heated
parking,
dishwasher,
microwaves. Summer rentals
include garage or reserve parking
spot. (Limited number of garages for
summer special). TOUR US 8/4 U
MAKE YOUR CHOICE! Call 2400234 to take a look.
ENTIRE FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Immediately available, campus
close, subleaser special. 251-0525.
FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted to share two-bdrm. , tyvo bath
apt. in West Stone Hill Apts. March
1. $270/month. All amenities
included · except electric. Washer
and dryer in apt. Call (612) 4297047.

for the Fricl~y edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) wo;ds per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door. All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a spac_e available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
•during normal business hours.
Deadline: Noon, Tuesday,

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available ifnmediately. Starting at
$360/month.
Call
Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
ONE IN FOUR-BDRM.,
subleaser specials, $179 and up.
University Square, 251-0525.
ONE ROOM EFFECIENCY
for male. Quiet building. Utilities
included. 259-9434.
PRIVACY IMPORTANT?
Female subleaser needed for spring
quarter. to share four-bdrm. apt.
University Village Town homes, three
floor living, on bus line. $230/month.
Move in date negotiable. Rudy, 202-

1385.
ROOM FOR RENT
in four-bdrm. house. Available
immediately.
Utilities
pd.
$220/month. $200dep. 202-9598.

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
for four-bdrm. apt. during spring
quarter. Great location, free parking.
Kal_hryn, 654-1540.

SUBLEASER NEEDED.
$174/month w/garage. Friendly
atmosphere,
single
bdrm.
Washer/dryer included. Share
w/three male roommates. Call
Brooks at 656-0067 if interested.

FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street from
campus.251-0525.

SUBLEASER NEEDED
sprin'g quarter. Cost negotiable.
Good location. Scot, 259-6773.

HOUSES, tPT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.

SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. untts close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS.
Quality living. 2-bdrm.-13 bdrm.
Heat paid, responsible and
respectful young adults. Dan, 2559163.
HOUSING.
'97-98 school year. 255·9163.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
for tirge lwo-bdrm. apt. $229/monlh,
heat and water paid. On bus line.
Scott, (612) 263-1818.

SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt. New carpet.
$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th St. 2510525.
WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm. apts. Also
sgl./dbl. rooms. Dan, 255-9163.

INSTANT CREDIT

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments,
ever1!! $$$ Cash for college$$$. For
info.: (800) •243-2435.
FLU VACCINE UPDATE:
flu vaccines received at SCSU
Health Services are not from Parke
Davis. Therefore no further flu
injections are needed. Questions,
call 255-4853.
FREE MONEY!!
Cash giveaways, private grants,
loans, millions available. Source
(800) 543-4686 Ext. #1.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 !or
current listings.
R'ESUM'ES/COVER LETTERS.
Typesetting, consulting, e-mail,
faxes. Campus delivery. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 218-9000 ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
SPRING BREAK
Panama . City Beach, Florida.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort,
three pools, one indoor pool, huge .
beachside hot tub, suites up to 10 ~
people, tiki beach bar, home of the
worlds longest keg party. Free info.
(800)
488-8828.
www.sandpiperbeacon.com.
SPRING BREAK'S HOTTEST!
www.studentadvtrav.com,
(800)
328-7513. Free food, drink and party
special!?!

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays, $6.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, will
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 Easl SI.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext R-3883
for listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218·9000 Ex!. T-3883 for
listings.
$1,750WEEKLY
.possible mailing our circulars. For
inlo.call (301) 306-1207.
ANSWER TO NO ONE!!
Be your own boss! Don't "work" and
still make great money! Call 2031982.

BAHAMAS.
looking for a great lifestyle? If you
enjoy excitement, people and travel,
our company is looking for you! Earn
while you learn! Call 654-1110, M-F.
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Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
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Exciting positions nation
wide! No fee. Top salaries."
One year commitment.
Nannies Plus. Sandy, (800)
726-3965.
·

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME

PART-TIME,
3:30-6:30 p.m. TuesdayFriday, 9:30-5:30 p.m.
Saturday. Up to $6 per hour
to start. Call Marilyn at 253-·2249, evenings. Convenient
downtown location.

. proceHing mail for
national coinpany! Free
supplies. postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Stall

immediately! Genuine
opporlunityl RushSAS.E.:

V MC, SUITE l74
1861 N°PEDEIIAL Blff
ROLLYWOOD,FL 33020
__ .. _-~ _ _ ,

---~==--COACHES.
NOW hiring recreational gymnastics
coaches for new facility in St. Cloud.
Must have some experience,
positive attitude and ability to work
well with children, 251-4m.

GRADUATESI
Have you thought about your career
plans? Now is your opportunity to
meet with over 135 e"1)1oyers at the
MSUS Job Fair '97. Contact Career
Services, AS 101, for further
information.
HELP WANTED.
MelVWomen earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext C200.

RESIDENTMANAGER,
looking for mature student
team to manage a 23 unit
student housing· complex.
Duties include: office <!dministration,
rent collection, resident relations,
leasing, janitorial duties, light
maintenance, superior grounds
maintenance. .
(Non-traditional
student couples are welcome to
apply) Compensation includes a
rent free, one-bdrm. apt. plus salary

and

leasing incentives. Send

resume to Campus Place, P.O. Box
1715, St Cloud, MN 56302 or fax to
252-2752 or call 252-2000.
SPORTS MINDED,
ex-pro hockey players opening new
offices with International company.
Seeking motivated individuals for
high income potential. Attitude more
important than resume! Training
available. Call 654-1110 for
appointinent. 1
STUDENTS...

MODELS NEEDED
for life drawing class. For information
and application form, contact the Art
Dept, SCSU, 255-4283.
NANNIES!
Call the ELITE nanny service!

need a job with flexible hours?

Meyer Associates, Inc. is looking for
individuals. with pleasant phone
persona!tties and excellent listening
s~lls. Join the MANY SCSU
students already working for MAI'S
winning team! Here's what we offer:

•day, evening and weekend
shifts available, *change
your schedule from week to
week, *starting wage of $6
per hour plus bonuses,
•average earnings of over
$7 per hour, 'telemarketing
for commercial, non-profit,
and political organii:alions,
·convenient, downtown St.
Cloud location, *job that
enhances your resume!
Call 259-4054 between 9
a.m. and 9 p.m., MondayFriday for a telephone
application. EOE..

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING,
· THE ARMY HAS
A LOT TO OFFER.
The Army can give you a
definite edge on life if you
want to learn valuable hightech skills. We offer hard-toduplicate, handS-On training
in a wide variety of challenging specialties. Ifyouqualify, ·
the Army offers training in
the following fields:
■ Communications Electronics
■ Automatic Data
■ Digital Communications
Telecommunications
Equipment
■ Tactical Fire Control
■ Tactical Satellite Microwave
Systems

■ kifilllEIW
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REALJ ·The bible adds
light to the darkest areas of
our ··life!! Pick yours up
1oday. Then you l'nll know
the truth and the truth will
set you free.

.-.._.u.._::==-----•

■ Avionics

·

RESUME WRITING
WORKSHOP

"Prepare a resume that
will win you an interview
with· many employers!"
Centennial Hall 132
Tuesday,Jan. 14
3- 4 p.m.

■ Computers

These are just a few of the high-tech skills in which you c
train. There are over..250 specialties to choose from.
Technically speaking, the Army has a lotto offer. Your Army
Recruiter can tell you even more; Call today.

JESUS AND SATAN
are· pretend. The biblical
Jesus lied. (Mark 10:29-30)
"I tell you that anyone who
leaves home or brothers or
sisters or mother or father
or children or land for me
and for the gospel, will
receive much more in this present
age. He will receive a hundred times
more houses, brothers, sisters,
mothers, children, and lands and
persecutions-as well.~ What wealth
did followers receive then? What
houses and land did they obtain?
That is an appeal to bribery and
greed. Is it pro-family to promise
riches for leaving them? Atheism is
true. Are human beings just property

~ ---e-s---·-1\-1 R 9·7

Where:
When:
Time:
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252-2212 "in St. Cloud or visit us on the Web at
http://www.mnarmy.com

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
that can be replaced by others?
Biblical Jesus thinks so.
THE LORD IS NOT SLACK
concerning his promise, as some
count slackness, but is long
suffering toward us, not willing that
any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance. II Peter 3:9.
WHAT IS TliE TRUTH?
Been following the Jesus/Satan·
debate? Don't believe everything
you read. Find out for yoursett. Join
our infonnal study group as we seek
the truth about God and the Bible.
Mondays 6:30 p.m., The Loft,

Atwood.

Notices
AFED
the Alliance to Fight Eating
Disorders. The St. Cloud chapter of
AFED is looking for art, poetry,
stories, affirmations, photographs or
other media that relate to eating
disorders. The art work can reflect
causes of the disease, the disease
itsett, recovery, or any other aspect
of eating disorders. These works will
be put together in an anthology that
will be distributed in spring of 1997.
Anyone can contribute. Contributors
can be recognized or remain
anonymous, whichever they choose.
If you have contributions, please
mail them to: AFED c/o Erin Muir,
1309 9th Ave. N., Sauk Rapids, MN
56379,
e-mail:
muire01 @tigger.stdoud.msus.edu.
JI you would like to order a copy of
the anthology, send inquiries to the
same address. Questions? Call Erin
at 251-9098 or 240-8647.
.ALLIANCE TO FIGHT
eating disorders holds support
groups for anorexia, bulemia, binge
eating on Tuesday evenings 6:30ROO ;md Saturdav morninqs 10·00-

11 :30 at SCSU Women's Center.
Concerned persons group also
meet on Tuesdays at the same time
and location. For further information
call Maxine at 253-8976.
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
opens the door to your future! Open
to all majors. AMA meets on
Wednesdays at noon and 5:00 p.m.
Join us!
ARE YOU LOOKIN\i FOR A REAL
JOB?
MSUS Job Fair '97 is tight around
the comerl Register now at Career
Saivk:es, AS 101.
AT-1.ARGE /COLLEGE OF
SOCIAL SCIENCE
seats in Student Senate open. Apply
before Jan. 16 at Student
Government, AMC 116.
ATTENTIONany women interested in playing
rugby. Contact Sara at 203-7287 or
Tina at 255-4540. No experience
necessary. Anyone welcome.
Practices start in January.
LOBBYING TRIP
to Washington D.C., Feb. 2-March 5.
Free lodging and meals. If
interested, call 255-3751 or drop by
Student Government, AMC 116.
SHRM,
Society for Human Resource
Management will be having weekly
meetings on Wednesdays at 11:15
a.m. in Atwood's Mississippi room.
All majors are welcome to join.
STOP BY STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
to view the many job openings we
have listed. Our office is located in
AS 101, a~o ~ew the Atwood job

board.

Clirofficle
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255-3943

STUDENTS* **
WINTER
JOBS! *
Schedule your own
Day, Evening and
Weekend Shifts
as a Telephone
Representative

great experience
for me . I started as a
TSR and was promoted w
·staff. I also won one of the

*

One of MJ 1995-1996 Meyer Scholarshir,Au:urd uinnm

Starting wage of
$6.00 per hour plus bonuse~

"I
really
enjoy the
/JeofAe---everyone is
nice! I don't know of any
parHime Job where you can make
your own schedule and ~ve rhe dollar

potential rhm )'Ou have here!"
- Ani:,e C., Meyer Employee and SCSU Swden r

Call 259-4054 for a
telephone interview
between 9 a.m.~9 p.m.,
Monday~Friday to apply
for day or evening positions.

~ - - - - - - - WE OFFER:

* Schedule your
own. shifts
. '$

Paid training

oi'.c Bonuses paid

out each day

,:< Periodic raises

hour with bonuses

St. Cloud location

sit down job

* Do telemarketing for
non-profit, commercial
and political
organizations.

* Earn up to $8.00 per

* Convenient downtown

+ Challenging, but fun,

~•
....
..-~T
M E Y E R
ASSOC I ATES . I NC .

TELEMARKETING

* Job that enh ances
your resume!

